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The Archives and Artefact Beacon 
 

Blessed Advent and Merry Christmas! 
 

Welcome to the Winter issue of The Archives 
and Artefact Beacon.  
 

In this edition of the newsletter, we are 
visiting Halifax in the late 19th and early 20th 
centuries.  Specifically, we will share pieces of 
history from United Memorial (Kaye St. 
Methodist/Grove Presbyterian) and J. Wesley 
Smith Memorial (Charles St. Methodist). 
 

December 6, 2017 is the 100th anniversary of 
the Halifax Explosion.  This disaster had tragic 
and profound consequences for many people.  
It also affected many churches and their 
communities. We will be telling pieces of the 
history of the churches that joined to become 
United Memorial. It is a story of great grief, 
but also one of resilience. 
 

For artefacts in this issue we will focus on 
items from J. Wesley Smith Memorial that are 
silver-plated and touch on some concerns 
related to polishing silver and silver-plated 
objects. 
 

We will also explore the quirks of early 20th 
century ephemera and discover that the more 
things change, the more they stay the same. 
 

Some sustenance with reading is always nice. 
Thus, this issue’s trip to church kitchens will 
take us from Halifax to Boston and back 
again. 
 

May the peace of the season be with you all.  
   
Julielynne Anderson, 
Convenor and Chair, 
Maritime Conference Archives Committee 
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From The Archives 
 

Grief and Resilience: 
A Story of the Halifax Explosion  

 

By: Julielynne Anderson 
(With research assistance  
from Sarah Wallace) 

 

December 6, 1917 was a day of devastating 
loss and destruction for anyone who lived or 
worked near the Halifax Harbour.  In the 
century since the Halifax Explosion occurred, 
many stories – both of tragedy and recovery – 
have been told.  Many more have not been 
shared enough.  In this issue, however, we 
focus on stories of Grove Presbyterian and 
Kaye St. Methodist, which – after the 
Explosion – became United Memorial. 
  

As this newspaper clipping – 
now held by the Maritime 
Conference Archives – 
demonstrates, churches from 
various denominations 
suffered losses. Indeed, as 
another newspaper clipping 
shows, Methodists in less 
damaged 
parts of 

Halifax 
placed a 
message 
to “ALL 

Methodists” who needed 
help. Special mention, however, was made of 
Kaye St. attendees. Why? Because Kaye St. 
and Grove were in Richmond – part of the 
Devastated Area after the Explosion. 
 
The following pictures show the devastation 
wrought by the Explosion on the properties of 
Grove and Kaye St. They come from  

A Common Sorrow and a Common Concern: 
Being a brief 
statement of the 
Halifax Disaster 
and the affairs, 
past and present 
of Kaye-Grove 

Church (1920) by Rev. C.J. Crowdis – minister 
of Grove at the time of the Explosion (and 
later minister at United Memorial).  A copy of 
this booklet is now held by the Maritime 
Conference Archives. 

 

 

 
 

In A Common Sorrow, it 
is noted that 239 people 
who had attended 
Grove or Kaye St.  
perished.  As seen in 
archival letters, the 
losses were known and 
acknowledged. 
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The remainder of the congregants from Kaye 
St. and Grove, however, showed resilience.  
They combined their membership and 
became a uniting church 
several years before 
there was a United 
Church.  The hierarchies 
of the Methodist and 
Presbyterian churches 
even approved!  

 

The completed permanent structure for the 
combined church – by then 
called United Memorial – was 
dedicated on September 18, 
1921.  United Memorial joined 
the newly formed United 
Church in 1925. 

 

As some food for thought, a remarkable 
snippet is found in a 1920 fundraising appeal 
for the new church building. It reads: 
 

 
 

The story of Kaye-Grove/United Memorial 
after the Halifax Explosion reminds us that 
even after great tragedy there can be hope 
and resilience.  It also illustrates, as a three-
year old child once proved, all of us can do our 
part to rebuild after a time of trial and shine a 
little light into the world. 

Engraved in Silver 
 

By: Julielynne Anderson 
(With research assistance  
from Sarah Wallace) 

 

Sometimes the history of 
artefacts becomes lost for a 
variety of reasons.  Historians 
and church members of today 
may, therefore, be left 
wondering what the signi-
ficance of an historic object is.  

If a researcher is fortunate, there will be 
records to go with the object that are not hard 
to find.  If there are not records, however, 
marks, engravings and etchings might 
provide some imformation. 
 

The Maritime Conference 
Archives has several silver-
plated artefacts from J. Wesley 
Smith Memorial United Church 
(Halifax) – once called Charles 
St. (Meth0dist).  Amongst these 
silver-plated items are both 

communion ware and offering plates. While 
objects such as a chalice are often intuitively 
related to communion in a church setting, 
offering plates might be confused with 
communion bread plates and pitchers 
intended for communion could be interpreted 
to be for filling a baptismal font.  Thanks to 
the inscriptions “Give Alms of 
Thy Goods-God Loveth a 
Cheerful Giver” on the offering 
plates and “This is My Blood” 
on a pitcher, in this case, we 
can specifically identify the 
intended purpose of these 
artefacts. 
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There are other inscriptions on these 
artefacts that help a researcher identify when 
these items were made.  Researching the 
story of the makers of these pieces might help 
with dating, but in the case of several pieces 
from J. Wesley Smith Memorial they have 
another indicator of date.  They are marked: 
“Charles Street Church.” 
 

The name was officially changed from Charles 
St. to J. Wesley Smith Memorial in 1904. 
Today, we can approximate that these pieces 
were obtained sometime between when the 
church was established in 1871 and 1904.  We 
must, however, add a caution to that dating. 
Establishing the age of artefacts is rarely an 
exact science. 
 

Engravings also have their limits as sources of 
information.  Engravings would not tell 
someone that in those communion pitchers 
might commonly have been grape juice (or 
unfermented wine) rather than wine with an 
alcohol content.  Many Methodists of the late 
19th and early 20th century were staunch 
advocates of temperance.  These included 
members of Charles St./J.  Wesley Smith 
Memorial. A “Pledge of Abstinence from 
Alcohol (1900-1917)” record (now in the 
Conference Archives) demonstrates this. 

In other cases, sometimes engravings on 
artefacts and records can work together. This 
is the case with a silver-plated pitcher 
presented to Charles St.’s minister in 1874. 

 
 
The inscription on the above pitcher reads: 
“Rev. J.H. Strothard from the Charles Street 
Sunday School, Halifax, N.S, July 15, 1874.” 
Apparently, the Sunday School at the time 
found silver-plated objects an appropriate 
gift. The Sunday School records of April of 
1874 indicate they had already presented 
someone else with another silver-plated item. 
 

 
 

What the inscription on the pitcher presented 
to Reverend Strothard does not tell us is what 
it was to be used for.  Was he meant to take it 
home for personal use? Was it meant to be 
used in the church for communion or to fill a 
baptismal font?  We know – from a note that 
came with it to the archives – that the pitcher 
left the church for a time and was presented 
back to the church later by Rev. Strothard’s 
son.  The engravings, however, did not impart 
that information and what the pitcher’s 
intended purpose was is open to conjecture. 
 

Thus, engravings on silver or silver-plated 
church artefacts often only impart pieces of 
the puzzle of an item’s history.  Better, 
however, to have some information than 
none. 
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To Polish or Not to Polish… 
 

By: Julielynne Anderson 
 

Many churches 
have artefacts such 
as crosses or 
communion ware 
made from silver or 
silver plate.  Silver 
and silver plate can 

both become tarnished.  That means they 
develop a dark-hued discolouration on them. 
Many of us have heard of people “polishing 
the silver” (i.e. cutlery) as a frequent chore in 
the past.  Some of us may have even done it.  
When it comes to artefacts, however, the 
question of polishing is more complicated.  
Any cleaning of silver and silver-plated 
objects in particular – because plated items 
only have a bit of silver on the outside and are 
mostly another metal – can damage an 
artefact.  Thus, the question becomes:  To 
polish or not to polish?  
 

If you are going to polish, here are some 
thoughts to consider: 
 

1. Learn from an expert.  If you have never 
polished silver, obtain instruction from 
someone with experience or read 
information on polishing from a reputable 
source such as a museum or a historic 
conservation authority. 
  

2. Polish infrequently.  Polish silver artefacts 
only occasionally.  Polishing always 
removes some of the silver under the 
tarnish.  This is particularly problematic 
for silver-plated pieces which may not 
have a lot of silver to spare under its top 
layer. 

 

3. BE GENTLE When polishing silver be 
gentle.  This will limit – though not 

completely stop – the marks any polishing 
leaves on silver surfaces.   

 
4. Be aware of decorations.   Remember 

silver pieces may have inlays and other 
decorations not made from silver which 
will not react well to polish. 

 

5. Polish only with products meant for silver. 
General polishing products meant for all 
metals are too harsh for silver.  Use only 
polishes meant specifically for silver or 
specially designed cloths meant for 
polishing silver.  If objects are not too 
tarnished, the special cloths might be best 
as they are the not as harsh to surfaces as 
polishes. 

 

6. Use gloves. Use white cotton gloves when 
handling silver artefacts to protect the 
silver from the oils on your hands.  This 
will also protect your hands when 
polishing. 

 

7. Display and store with care. If silver is not 
used regularly nor at the front of the 
sanctuary, consider displaying it in an 
enclosed display cabinet to reduce factors 
that lead to tarnishing.  If silver is usually 
stored, consider investigating materials 
(such as special bags and tissue paper) 
that are particularly helpful in protecting 
silver. 

Congratulations 
Congratulations to Maritime 
Conference Archivist, Sarah 
Wallace, and her husband, 
Hun, on the birth of their 

daughter. 
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Curiosities of Church Ephemera 
 

By: Julielynne Anderson 
(With research help from Sarah Wallace) 

 

Ephemera is a name used in 
archives and libraries to refer 
to short, written items that 
were not necessarily meant 
to be preserved for future 
generations.  A poster stuck 
on a bulletin board and then 

thrown away (or these days recycled) once 
the event it advertises is over is an example of 
ephemera.  In a church setting, however, 
perhaps the most interesting pieces of 
ephemera might be old orders of service. 
 

Some people today might keep their weekly 
bulletins, but most of us just recycle them.  To 
a historian of the church or a 
historian who studies daily 
life (including how people 
practiced their faith) 
information contained in old 
orders of service might tell us 
something about the past we 
might not find elsewhere. 
 

Here are some interesting snippets found in 
old bulletins from Kaye-Grove Church/United 
Memorial (Halifax) in 1919 and 1921: 
 

Moderator or Novelist? 
One of the prominent 
visitors when United 
Memorial held its opening 

services in 1921 was a Rev. 
Charles W. Gordon, D.D.  
Even in the 
order of service, 
however, he’s 
also identified by his penname “Ralph 
Connor.” 

Church libraries in the 
Maritimes – such as that of 
Greenfield Presbyterian Church 
in New Brunswick – did contain 

his books.  It seems someone decided people 
would know Rev. Gordon better as a well-
known author than as the Moderator of the 
Presbyterian Church in Canada…  
 

Weathering Troubles: 
On December 28th, 1919, the order of service 
at the Kaye-Grove Church (later United 
Memorial) carried an interesting reminder. It 
read: 
 

 
 

Does this sound familiar to anyone today? In 
the 21st century, when we worry about 
declining offerings and bad weather affecting 
church attendance perhaps we should take 
solace in the fact that we have been here 
before.   Maybe, just maybe, we can also take 
a lesson in perseverance from our ancestors 
as well. 
 

Not Another Church Meeting… 
Do you sometimes wonder how many people 
will attend church meetings? Do you have to 
exhort people to attend? Do you sometimes 
wish there were not so many meetings?  You 
are not alone! Here is another snippet from 
the same December 28, 1919 order of service: 
 

 
 

Perhaps what church ephemera shows is 
everything old is new again! 
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From Church Kitchens 
 

By: Julielynne Anderson 
 

O Currant! O Currant!  
How Confusing Thou Art! 
 

In the early years of the 20th century, Charles 
St. Methodist Church (later J. Wesley Smith 
Memorial) in Halifax produced a cookbook as 
a fundraiser to help them build a new church 
building.  As one scans through the recipes, 
one comes across plenty recipes with 
currants. Some recipes call for “ripe currants”, 
some for currants alongside other dried fruit 
and some for “currant jelly”.1 A modern 
reader might blithely go along assuming that 
all forms of currants are from related kinds of 
fruit, but… 
 

Blackcurrants, red currants and white 
currants are berries.  When the cookbook’s 
authors call for “ripe” currants as in “Spiced 
Currants” or “currant jelly” as in “Velvet 
Cream,”2 they are likely refering to 
blackcurrants or red currants or products 
made out of such.  While one can dry 
blackcurrants, what we have come to think of 
as dried “currants” are actually from a 
different fruit all together! 
 

If you look at a package of dried currants in 
the store today, you might just see the word 
currants in English.  Read the French name, 
however, and you will see “raisins de 
Corinthe.”  In other words, the most common 
type of dried currants we know today are just 
a particular form of raisin.  Dried grapes! 
 

                                            
1S.J. Sims and B.E. Hills, Tried and True: A Handbook of 

Choice Cooking Recipes (Halifax, NS: Theakston’s Printing, 
1902), 20, 24, 30, 36, 38 and 83. 
2S.J. Sims and B.E. Hills, Tried and True: A Handbook of 

Choice Cooking Recipes, 83 and 30. 

Of course, one should not denigrate dried 
currants made from grapes because they are 
just raisins.  Raisins are very historic. They are 
even mentioned in The Bible. (For example: 1 
Samuel 30:12).  
 

In addition, currants made from dried grapes 
(also called Zante currants) were known to 
the people of historic Halifax. At 
Christmastime in 1867, a Halifax newspaper 
advertised the price of Zante currants right 
under other raisins.3  Thus, it is probably a safe 
assumption that Zante currants were going – 
along with other dried fruit – into historic 
Christmas baking recipes such as plum 
pudding, fruit cake and mincemeat. 
 

While Charles St. Methodist’s 
cookbook has recipes for “English 
Plum Pudding”, “Fruit Cake” and 
“Mince Meat,”4 they can all be 
difficult to  make and sometimes 

inspire intense dislike.  How about a simplier 
and more approachable historic recipe with 
dried currants?  In honour of Boston’s aid after 
the Halifax Explosion, perhaps some “Boston 
Cookies” might be the order of the day. 
 

The recipes for “Boston Cookies” appears in 
the 1896 Boston Cooking-Schoool Cook Book 
by Fannie Merritt Farmer.5  It must have 
endured and been known by some in Nova 
Scotia because an almost identical recipe 
appears in a post-World War I cookbook, The 
Modern Cook Book for Nova Scotia and Prince 

3 The Sun and Advertiser (Halifax, N.S.), 23 December 1867. 
4S.J. Sims and B.E. Hills, Tried and True: A Handbook of 

Choice Cooking Recipes, 24, 38 and 20. 
5Fannie Merritt Farmer, The Boston Cooking-School Cook 

Book (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1896), 408. 
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Edward Island, from a Halifax contributor.6  
The “Boston Cookies” recipe from the Halifax 
contributor reads: 
 

Boston Cookies 
One cup butter, one and one-half cups 
sugar, three eggs, one teaspoon soda, one 
and one-half teaspoons hot water, three 
and one-quarter cups flour, one-half 
teaspoon salt, one teaspoon cinnamon, one 
cup chopped nut meat, one-half cup 
currants, one-half cup raisins, seeded and 
chopped.  Cream butter, add sugar 
gradually and eggs well beaten.  Add soda 
dissolved in hot water, and one half flour 
mixed and sifted with salt and cinnamon, 
then add nut meat, fruit and remaing flour. 
Drop by spoonfuls one inch apart and bake 
in a moderate oven.7 

 Happy Baking! 

                                            
6 Various Women’s Organizations in Nova Scotia and Prince 
Edward Island (Comps.), The Modern Cook Book for Nova 
Scotia and Prince Edward Island ([n.p.]: [n.d.]), 140. 

Children’s Corner 
 

The Twelve Days of Christmas… 
 

We might think that The 12 Days of Christmas 
is just a silly Christmas song, but not entirely. 
Did you know that in our church calendar 
(called a Liturgical Calendar) the season of 
Christmas actually lasts from December 25th 
until January 5th?  That’s 12 days.  In our 
church we call January 6th “Epiphany”.  In 
some churches January 6th is actually their 
Christmas. 
 

Here are 12 Christmas/Advent word 
scrambles for some fun! 

7 Various Women’s Organizations in Nova Scotia and Prince 
Edward Island (Comps.), The Modern Cook Book, 140. 

Notes:  
1. If using salted butter omit the 

salt. 
2. A moderate oven is about 325 to 

350 (Fahrenheit) depending on 
how hot your oven runs. 

3. Cookies should take between 15-
18 minutes in a 325 oven that 
runs hot if cookies are dropped 
by generous spoonfuls. 

4. If you are allergic to nuts either 
omit the nuts or try nut-free 
seeds. 

5. If you cannot find nut-free raisins 
and/or currants try nut-free dried 
cranberries or blueberries. 

1. pheo  __ __ __ __ 
2. hrsiCtsam  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 
3. yjo  __ __ __ 
4. ceape  __ __ __ __ __ 
5. tasr  __ __ __ __ 
6. seJus  __ __ __ __ __ 
7. vole  __ __ __ __ 
8. Bthleemeh  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 
9. pipEynah  __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 
10. bltaes  __ __ __ __ __ __ 
11. yMra  __ __ __ __ 
12. oJphse  __ __ __ __ __ __ 

Pomander Craft 
Pomanders are a neat Christmas decoration. 

 
You will need: an orange, whole cloves, push pin or 

thimble, two pieces of ribbon and a string. 
 

Tie ribbons around the orange so they cross at the bottom.  

Use push pin to poke holes in the orange.  Place cloves in 

holes.  If you have a thimble to wear on your thumb you 

can push the cloves right in without first making holes, but 

otherwise your thumb will get awfully sore!  Remember, 

the more of the orange you cover with cloves, the longer 

it will last! Tie string to ribbon and hang on something 

sturdy. 

      


